We report on the formation of tetrahydrofuran clathrate hydrate studied by x-ray Raman scattering measurements at the oxygen K edge. A comparison of x-ray Raman spectra measured from watertetrahydrofuran mixtures and tetrahydrofuran hydrate at different temperatures supports stochastic hydrate formation models rather than models assuming hydrate precursors. This is confirmed by molecular dynamics simulations and density functional theory calculations of x-ray Raman spectra. In addition, changes in the spectra of tetrahydrofuran hydrate with temperatures close to the hydrate's dissociation temperature were observed and may be connected to changes in hydrate's local structure due to the formation of hydrogen bonds between guest and water molecules.
Clathrate hydrates, i.e., icelike inclusion compounds in which guest molecules are trapped in water nanocages, have reached the focus of general interest owing to a rising number of applications, e.g., methane exhaustion from hydrates or the inhibiting of hydrate formation in pipelines [1] . Tetrahydrofuran (THF) hydrate in particular is a promising candidate for hydrogen storage [2, 3] . Pure THF hydrate forms at temperatures below 277.4 K under atmospheric pressure [4] , while the binary hydrate of THF and H 2 allows hydrogen storage under industrially attainable conditions, i.e., p % 50 bar at T % 280 K [2] . Such applications demand a detailed knowledge of the initial hydrate formation process on molecular length scales. In a recent publication [5] , we studied the formation of carbon dioxide hydrate at the water-carbon dioxide interface and concluded that the formation happens in agreement with stochastic models, e.g., the local structuring hypothesis [6] . These models predict that the initial hydrate formation happens if a stochastic arrangement of water and dissolved guest molecules is achieved which is comparable to the hydrate structure. Hydrate precursors, i.e., immediately formed water clusters around guest molecules at conditions allowing hydrate formation, do not exist within the stochastic models. However, the initial hydrate formation process in bulk mixtures such as water-THF has not been studied so far experimentally. In these systems, hydrate precursors may occur in supercooled mixtures of water and hydrate former as predicted by other models such as the cluster nucleation theory [7] . Furthermore, recent molecular dynamics (MD) studies on the polar guests THF and tert-butylmethylether enclosed in water cages showed the formation of hydrogen bonds between guest molecules and water cage [8, 9] . These interactions are suggested to lead to broken hydrate structures and may be the reason for an abnormal behavior of thermodynamic properties of THF hydrate close to the hydrate's dissociation temperature [10] . However, such a structural breakup model has also been lacking an experimental verification.
We used x-ray Raman scattering (XRS) to study changes in the local molecular structure of THF hydrate and a 17:1 stoichiometric mixture of water and THF at different temperatures. Changes in the liquid's or hydrate's structure would manifest in modifications in the oxygen K edge fine structure. The temperature dependence of the edges' shape is discussed in the framework of the different formation models for the liquid mixture and with respect to the structural breakup due to strong guest-host interactions for the solid hydrate. The clustering of THF molecules and the formation of hydrate precursors in the liquid phase is studied with MD simulations. Based on molecular structures obtained from these MD simulations, density functional theory (DFT) calculations of XRS spectra are compared with the experimental results.
XRS is a well-established method to study the local structure of both ordered and disordered systems [11] . In XRS measurements, soft x-ray absorption edges are examined bulk sensitively using high-energy x rays [12] . XRS has become an important tool to study the coordination of liquids and solids, e.g., water [13, 14] , or the ordering of water and different ices (see, e.g., Refs. [15, 16] ). This method is highly sensitive to the formation of hydrate precursors in a supercooled mixture of THF and water which would significantly modify the near-edge structure of the oxygen K edge. As the precursors should form everywhere in the sample [7] , it affects the coordination and local structure which is accessible by XRS [11, 16] . A comparison between spectra of the liquid mixture at elevated temperatures and hydrate formation conditions in the supercooled state and of the fully formed hydrate allows us to clarify the hydrate formation process. The experiment was performed at beam line ID16 of European Synchrotron Radiation Facility utilizing the multiple-analyzer crystal spectrometer for nonresonant inelastic x-ray scattering spectroscopy [17] . The analyzer energy was fixed to 9.69 keV. By tuning the incident energy, energy transfers in the vicinity of the oxygen K edge were achieved. Analyzed x rays were detected employing a Maxipix 2D detector. Using bent Si(660) analyzer crystals, an overall energy resolution of 0.55 eV was obtained. Spectra for scattering angles ¼ 127 -153 were measured simultaneously yielding momentum transfers of q ¼ 9:01-9:83 A À1 . At these high momentum transfers, not only dipole transitions but also nondipole transitions contribute to the spectrum, in contrast to absorption spectroscopy (see, e.g., Ref. [12] ). In water systems, for instance, s-s transitions contribute significantly to the XRS spectrum in the vicinity of the preedge whereas s-p transitions dominate mainly in the main and post-edge region [16] . The oxygen K edge region in the energytransfer range of 530-550 eV was measured in approximately 8 h in each case. In order to estimate the background and the valence electrons' Compton-scattering contribution to the spectrum, the spectra were measured in the energy-loss range of 5-600 eV prior to the oxygen K edge measurement. A specialized sample cell, which allowed an in situ induction of the hydrate growth by stirring the mixture to offer nucleation seeds, was used [18] . A stoichiometric 17:1 mixture of milipore water and THF (Sigma Aldrich, purity >99:9%) was chosen and filled into the cell. To avoid radiation damage [15] , the cell was moved to a different position every 10 s and thus a different part of the sample was exposed by the beam. After the first spectrum from the liquid phase at T 1 ¼ 293 K had been finished, the sample was cooled down to the supercooled temperature of T 2 ¼ 275 K and the next measurements were performed. Subsequently, the sample was stirred as described in Ref. [18] to offer nucleation seeds for hydrate growth. The temperature was lowered to T 3 ¼ 274 K to speed up the hydrate growth. The formation of ice was inhibited by choosing this temperature. The growth of THF hydrate was verified by x-ray diffraction indicating the formation of pure THF hydrate. After the hydrate was fully formed, spectra were measured again for several hours at T 3 ¼ 274 K and T 4 ¼ 254 K. The raw spectra were analyzed as described in Ref. [19] . As the q dependence of the XRS spectra is weak for the chosen momentum transfers, spectra for all momentum transfers were summed up to decrease the statistical errors.
The XRS spectra of all measured phases are shown in Fig. 1 . The spectra can be subdivided in three regions as indicated in Fig. 1 : a preedge region (I) dominated by a maximum at an energy loss of about 535 eV, a main edge region (II), and a post-edge region (III) above 539.5 eV energy loss. As the contribution of the sample's local structure to the shape of the preedge is debated controver-sially [13, 15, 20] , our discussion is mainly focused on regions II and III. Here, an increase of structural order, e.g., in the hydrate structure compared to the liquid mixture, or a change of coordination can lead to a shift of spectral weight from the main edge to the post-edge region [15, 16] . A precursor formation would manifest in such a shift of spectral weight between the liquid mixture at different temperatures. However, the spectra of the liquid mixture at room temperature and supercooled temperature do not show any significant difference (see Fig. 1 ), in contrast to the spectra of the solid hydrate. Moreover, the increase of spectral weight in region III was observed for the solid hydrate which can be attributed to a previously unreported change in the structure, possibly a rise of structural ordering at lower temperatures. In order to emphasize the changes in the oxygen K edge, differences of the spectra are presented in Fig. 2 . For comparison, the averaged difference of water XRS spectra measured at 295 and 275 K presented in Ref. [14] is also shown to describe the bare temperature effect on bonding in nonsupercooled 2 (color online) . Differences of the XRS spectra as indicated. A comparison with calculated spectra (DFT) and the temperature effect of water (Ref. [14] ) is also shown. water. Thus, the formation of the highly discussed clathratelike structures at supercooled temperatures [21] is suppressed and can be discarded. The deviation in the preedge region (I) can be related to the fact that the water measurements were carried out at a significantly smaller momentum transfer compared to this work, which leads in general to a suppression of the preedge feature and thus to less pronounced differences [16] . Most importantly, in regions II and III the difference between T 1 and T 2 of the THF-water mixture is in accordance with the temperature effect of water observed in Ref. [14] . Thus, we conclude that no signatures of hydrate precursors could be found in the supercooled state and that a hydrate formation model such as the local structuring hypothesis is favored by these measurements.
The comparison of the liquid mixture and the hydrate shows a similar general shape as the spectra of water and hexagonal ice [15, 20] . As mentioned before, the structural ordering of the hydrate compared to the liquid mixture and the similarity of the coordination in hexagonal ice and hydrate [7] is reflected in the disappearance of the maximum in region II and the forming of a new maximum in the post-edge region III. Moreover, the hydrate spectra show a significant difference with temperature that may also be attributed to an increase of structural order of the hydrate at T 4 compared to T 3 . This finding can be linked to an abnormal behavior of thermodynamic properties of THF hydrate published earlier [10] . It has been observed that the specific heat of THF hydrate shows a nonlinear behavior at temperatures above T % 265 K which may be connected to a change of hydrate structure, evidenced also by our XRS spectra. The change of the structure above T % 265 K may be due to the formation of hydrogen bonds between THF and water molecules at high temperatures which leads to defects in the hydrate lattice as reported recently [8] .
To enable a detailed analysis of the underlying electronic structure behind the spectral features, the experimental results are compared with computational XRS spectra. The structural model for the hydrate phase is obtained from neutron diffraction data presented in Ref. [22] . For the liquid phase, MD simulations were carried out using GROMACS 3.2 [23] . The simulations were performed at a pressure of 1 bar for five temperatures between 250 and 320 K, employing the SPC/E water model [24] and the OPLS-AA force field for THF [25] . However, preliminary simulations indicated a strong tendency of the THF molecules to aggregate and eventually phase separate. This apparently contradicts experimental observations, as the lower critical solution temperature for the THF-water miscibility gap is located at 344 K [26] , well above the temperatures used in our study. Therefore, we decided to modify the intermolecular nonbonded parameters for the THF-THF and THF-water interactions, employing parameters (Lennard-Jones interactions and partial charges) from the TraPPE force field of Siepmann and co-workers [27] , which has recently been demonstrated to describe aqueous solutions of polyethers very satisfactorily [28] . These simulations, which were used for analysis, exhibited only a small aggregation tendency of the THF molecules and showed no formation of large THF clusters. Instead, the calculated THF-THF pair correlation functions show similar features as the distribution functions reported from neutron scattering experiments [29] . It should be noted that these simulations do not show evidence for the formation of cluster structures which may act as hydrate precursors. These clusters should form instantly in the supercooled mixture [1] and have lifetimes on the order of the simulated time in our MD simulations [30] .
The computational XRS spectra were calculated in the framework of DFT within transition potential approximation utilizing the STOBE-DEMON code that employs localized Gaussian basis functions [31] [32] [33] [34] . The method for performing q-dependent XRS spectrum calculations [35] within this framework was recently presented in Ref. [31] . The calculated liquid phase spectrum is an average over 135 clusters that were extracted from the MD simulations at 260 K. The MD simulations at the other temperatures yield similar XRS spectra. Each of these clusters was created by randomly selecting an oxygen atom and then including all THF and H 2 O molecules that have at least one atom within a diameter of d ¼ 5:5
A from the central oxygen. For the hydrate phase calculation a model cluster consisting of several small and large cages was created using diffraction data [22] . THF molecules were fixed into the center of the cages so that their thermal motion was neglected. 18 oxygen-centered clusters with the same radii (d ¼ 5:5 A) as for the liquid phase were extracted from this structure and their spectra were averaged to obtain the hydrate phase spectrum. Core hole localization was ensured using model core potentials for all nonexcited oxygen sites. To model the lifetime broadening and continuum part of the spectrum, Lorentzian convolution was used with an energy-transfer-dependent half-width of 0.1 eV below 536 eV energy loss and 2.0 eV above 541 eV energy loss. Between 536 and 541 eV energy loss, the half-width increases linearly. Furthermore, a Gaussian convolution with a half-width of the experimental resolution of 0.55 eV was also applied. A gradient corrected exchange correlation functional [36, 37] was employed in the calculations. In order to match the experimental data, the spectra had to be shifted by À1:2 eV. Results are shown in Fig. 2 .
A good overall agreement of experiment and theory is achieved, in particular, for the hydrate at T 4 ¼ 254 K compared to the difference of liquid and hydrate at T 3 ¼ 274 K near the dissociation temperature. The difference between T 3 and T 4 indicates that the formation of guesthost bonds is possibly suppressed at lower temperatures as predicted by Alavi et al. [8] . The lack of hydrate precursors in the MD simulations and the good agreement of experi- week ending 20 NOVEMBER 2009 ment and DFT calculations strongly supports the absence of hydrate precursors in a supercooled mixture.
In conclusion, the XRS measurements at the oxygen K edge of water-THF mixtures and THF hydrate reveals detailed information of the microscopic hydrate formation process in a bulk mixture of water and THF. The use of XRS together with MD simulations and DFT calculations gives a deeper understanding of the local molecular structure of a hydrate former-water mixture. The results support stochastic hydrate formation rather than precursor based theories. Furthermore, the abnormal behavior of thermodynamic properties of THF hydrate can be interpreted in a change of long range ordering with temperature originated in a strong interaction between water and THF. Both findings may have a great impact for the research of hydrates in general and for applications for gas storage, e.g., hydrogen, in particular.
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